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On 1 January 2016 the well-known Hungarian-American DOP Vilmos Zsigmond (Oscar for Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind and numerous awards for about seventy more films such as The Deer 
Hunter, Deliverance, Maverick, Scarecrow, just to mention a few) passed away. Most of his life time 
he spent in the USA - the country which "adopted" him after he was forced to leave his homeland in 
1956 during the Hungarian revolution (together with Laszlo Kovacs). When they escaped they also 
took those reels which they had shot on the streets about the fights against the Russian occupation 
and these unique reels were the first authentic material for the western media. Vilmos and Laszlo 
have both graduated the Hungarian Academy of Drama and Film, Budapest, in the class of Gyorgy 
Illes, who is often quoted by as the „founder of the famous "Budapest School". His name had also 
been respectfully mentioned by Vilmos, when he received his well-deserved Oscar. 
 
In 1990 at the CILECT Congress in Blois I proposed to start an international masterclass for CILECT 
DOP students. It took me a year to organize the first of its kind, in which 12 students were selected 
and received scholarships granted by KODAK. I asked Vilmos to be the first tutor. The shooting took 
place simultaneously at two different sets, offered by the MAFILM Studios with all technical facilities 
- lighting, set-building, props - and the respective crew. Two cameras were offered free of charge by 
Panavision, as well. After the successful first event we repeated it biannually and Vilmos was 
involved each time. He allured Haskell Wexler, Billy Williams, Dean Cundey and others to teach with 
him. CILECT had always supported the event and gave a chance for DOP professors to witness the 
unique and efficient pedagogy of Vilmos and his colleagues.  
 
Vilmos was one of those artists who were “painting with light”. He taught students with ease. His 
personality was always open to ideas. But although he was an idol for all students, he masterfully 
avoided the trap of creating clones. I am happy to say that even after my retirement in 1999, Vilmos 
stayed actively involved together with Laszlo Kovacs (who died in 2007) and the talented Hungarian 
cinematographer Elemer Ragalyi. The next five biannual events ran from 2003 till 2011 and were led 
by my successor Janos Xantus (who died unexpectedly at the early age of 59 in 2012). During those 
two decades about five hundred young cinematographers learnt the master strokes of this beautiful 
art from Vilmos Zsigmond. All of them join us now in this mourning. 
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